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Over the
past couple

of years,
how we work
has changed

drastically.
In support of Governor Cox’s remote work initiative,

A New Workplace, state agencies have been given the
opportunity to work from anywhere within the state.

During 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic suddenly
accelerated efforts for government agencies to work

remotely. The state went from just a few agencies
participating in a pilot remote work effort, to the
majority of state agencies working remotely in a

matter of days. The Division of Technology Services
(DTS) has worked to provide guidance and meet the

technology needs of state agencies to enable them
to work remotely. DTS, in partnership with the

Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget, spent $6
million in fiscal years 2020 and 2021 on information

technology to meet the needs of state agencies’
remote work efforts. 
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https://gopb.utah.gov/a-new-workplace-modernizing-where-how-and-when-utah-works/


Remote Workstation
Capability and
Deployment
One of the first ways that DTS empowered state
employees to work remotely was by ensuring that
employees had access to all required hardware
and software:

DTS provisioned cloud firewalls and created
virtual desktops in Amazon Web Services
(AWS) to facilitate desktop as a service (DaaS).
The DTS Hosting Team also stood up a new
cloud Citrix environment for further DaaS use-
cases, which included Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) Interconnect. DaaS facilitated the rapid
deployment of scalable virtual call centers for
organizations assisting in COVID tracing and
vaccination tracking activities.
DTS acquired and tested Chromebooks in a
virtual environment to facilitate remote
working access via hardware that is less
expensive than other laptops available in the
DTS catalog.
Throughout 2020 and 2021, the state
purchased over nine thousand computers for
state employees to help with remote work. 
DTS also purchased:

cell phones for certain FirstNet users; and
MiFi devices for certain employees without
internet access.

DTS implemented Adobe Sign for all agencies,
including creating four thousand new
accounts, holding approximately thirty
training sessions, creating over seventy new
templates and workflows, creating a webpage
for remote working, and processing almost ten
thousand documents for electronic signature. 
DTS also provided Lucid to all state
employees. Lucid, a diagramming solution,
and Lucidspark, a virtual whiteboarding
solution, make it easier to brainstorm and
collaborate on ideas, whether the team is
working in person or remotely. 

         DTS shipped this equipment to employees all
         over the state.
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Secure Remote Access to
Systems
Once DTS equipped state employees with the necessary remote work tools, the
division focused on ensuring secure remote access to state systems. DTS
increased the state's virtual private network (VPN) capacity from being able to
host 5,500 concurrent sessions to 65,000 concurrent sessions. The network
enhancements also included additional capacity for content filtering, increased
bandwidth, and traffic routing to facilitate remote working.

Consultants were also brought on to augment existing DTS staff in order to
expedite the implementation and configuration of hardware. This facilitated the
rapid deployment and adoption of the new VPN, as well as the integration of
network access controls to limit access to valid users only.
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Telephone and
Teleconference 
Services
Telephones and teleconference
services have been important
tools during the transition to
remote work. Utah has
provisioned more than 4,100
softphones on remote work
laptops and has made several
changes in the way we work so
employees can get the most out
of remote work. Most meetings
have now moved to Google
Hangouts so employees can
practice social distancing. 

DTS has also been working to
implement Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) phone lines in all
state office buildings to allow
agencies to take advantage of
the latest communication
technologies and sunset old
telephone systems that are often
costly to continue supporting.
Standardizing to a single voice
platform, as opposed to
supporting multiple platforms,

  VoIP lines

enable employees

to utilize

softphones, which

allows them to

work from

anywhere from

multiple

different

devices.

has provided efficiencies for
support, maintenance, training,
and ease of use. In fact, the state
has saved $1 million with the
migration to VoIP, as DTS was
able to remove legacy
technologies.

VoIP lines enable employees to
utilize softphones, which allows
them to work from anywhere
from multiple different devices.
The migration accelerated

significantly over the past two
years. DTS migrated over five
thousand phone lines and over
sixty state buildings to VoIP in
2020 and 2021. Excluding Utah
State Prison lines, there are only
111 lines and 8 locations left to
migrate, and these lines have an
expected completion date of
September 2021. 

DTS worked with state agencies
to transform conference rooms
to accommodate remote
meetings. The division installed
67 smart TVs, distributed 110
Meeting Owl audio and video
devices, 30 Google Jamboards
for collaboration, and many
other tools in 43 different
conference rooms throughout
the state. The newly configured
rooms allow in-office employees
to collaborate seamlessly with
their remote counterparts.
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Increased
Support/Call Center
Demands
Over the past year, there was an increase in general
support/call center demands. In response, DTS increased
session initiation protocol (SIP) trunking by fifty percent
for incoming calls and routed outbound calls through a
SIP service previously not provisioned in this fashion. The
team also increased fax trunking capacity (via SIP) to
accommodate a rise in unemployment insurance claims.
DTS deployed two additional integrated service routers
(ISR) for greater contact center media capabilities. The
state also purchased one thousand headsets for the
Department of Workforce Services and another seven
hundred for other state employees, and DTS shipped
these items all over the state.

Help Desk Success
The rapid adoption of remote work created a need to
transition from the typical in-person support model to a
more remote support model for providing technical
assistance. While before the pandemic DTS’s Desktop
Support and Help Desk provided services to state
employees in over seven hundred locations, remote work
increased the number of sites needing support to over
ten thousand. The shift in support strategies is evident in
the increased number of incident tickets processed by the
Help Desk. Prior to the increase in remote employees, the
DTS Help Desk resolved an average of twelve thousand
tickets per month. Since March of 2019, the Help Desk has
resolved almost twenty thousand tickets per month. 

By standardizing processes for facilitating and supporting
remote work (e.g., requiring all users to access state
resources via the VPN, expanding secure remote access
tools to facilitate the increase in remote technical
support, expanding network access controls, etc.), the
DTS Help Desk has been able to address the increased
workload without increasing personnel.
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DTS continues to provide IT guidance and
support for state agencies that work remotely.
The division anticipates providing additional
training for hybrid meetings, collaboration tools,
and other technologies that enable remote
work. 

Our goal is to be a trusted partner and provide
valuable resources to state agencies so they can
continue to work remotely into the future. 

Digital Workplace
Teleworking Guide
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Digital Workplace and
Mobility Reference
Guide 

DTS Telework Guide 

DTS Enterprise Tools 

https://dts.utah.gov/wp-
content/uploads/DTS-Telework-Guide-
Doc.pdf

https://dts.utah.gov/wp-
content/uploads/Digital-Workplace-
and-Mobility-Reference-Guide-12-
2018.pdf

https://dts.utah.gov/policies/dts-
telework-guide

https://dts.utah.gov/product/dts-
enterprise-toolsD
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